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Composite citations in the Damascus Document 
Jonathan D.H. Norton 
 
1.  Introduction 
According to our working definition, ―a passage may be considered a composite citation 
when literary borrowing occurs in a manner that includes two or more passages (from the 
same or different authors) fused together and presented as though they are only one.‖ To be 
negotiated here is a balance between maintaining appropriate focus on ―composite citation‖ 
as defined in this volume and acknowledging the extent to which composite citations are 
inevitably integrated in a much larger complex of Jewish exegetical and literary activities. 
The following considerations shall guide my efforts to tread this balance. 
 First, the working definition adopted in this volume treats composite citations as a sub-
set of explicit citations. By way of reminder, explicit citation is a form of literary borrowing 
where:  
 an author verbally replicates an alternative literary context 
 this verbal replication is clearly announced in the author‘s own composition 
 the announcement is made either by means of an unambiguous introductory formula 
or by some other conspicuous syntactical cue 
What is special about composite citations is that, while the formula announces verbal 
replication of imported literary contexts, it does not announce the amalgamation of those 
contexts. That is, an introductory formula does not distinguish between the replication of a 
single excerpt and an amalgamation. In the cases studied here, while the authors attribute 
each excerpt to Jewish scripture, they do not merely present the product of borrowing but 
rather demonstrate ad oculus the exegetical act of amalgamating traditional literary contexts. 
In part, this places the composite citation closer to what is commonly called ―allusion‖; an 
audience would require expertise to appreciate the exegetical process informing the 
amalgamation. On the other hand, any audience could appreciate the rhetorical effect of the 
overt announcement of citation from another source, even if few could appreciate the 
exegetical process inherent in the textual amalgam. This study, therefore, obliges us to 
reconsider treating composite citation as a subset of explicit citation.  
 The second consideration is related. The distinction between explicit citation and 
varieties of subtle literary reference (such as ―allusion‖ or ―textual echo‖) presupposes a 
commonly-held hierarchy of explicitness of literary reference. The terms ―citation—allusion—
echo‖ are taken to embody a scale ranging from most to least explicit. I argue that such a 
hierarchy is neither easy to maintain nor necessarily helpful. 
 Third, because the practice of citation cannot be sharply separated from ancient Jewish 
exegetical activity in general, two practical concerns arise. The first is literary. Since the 
scrolls corpus comprises a very considerable variety of exegetical literature, it would be 
unwise to draw general conclusions about composite citation practice across such a range of 
literature—conclusions drawn, moreover, on the basis of the few cases that can be 
manageably treated in one essay. The second is historical. There is still no consensus 
regarding the extent of ideological variety the scrolls reflect. Intense literary analysis over 
the past few decades has revealed significant ideological differences between texts which are 
often considered (in one way or another) sectarian. Various designations—such as Essenes, 
Yaḥad, Enochic Jews, Damascus Covenanters, Dead Sea sectarians—indicate various 
hypotheses about the social character of the group(s) responsible for the scrolls; 
developments in their ideology and practices; internal relationships and external affiliations 
over time; and their relationships with the various texts. It seems unwise to found a study of 
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practices evident in texts upon social hypotheses themselves predicated by literary 
relationships among those same texts. 
 Accordingly, I limit this study to composite citations in the Admonition of the 
Damascus Document, as witnessed by Cairo Geniza manuscripts A & B. This has several 
advantages. First, while CDA&B and the 4Q fragments together represent various editions, 
the Damascus Document can be viewed as a single composition (as can a biblical book, like 
Exodus, Samuel or Jeremiah). While we may assume that various authors and editors 
contributed to our material over time, our observations will ultimately relate to a reasonably 
well-defined literary entity. Thus, I will not be attempting to draw general conclusions 
expected to hold true across a range of genres, which may reflect various social groups. 
Second, a lineage of studies on the use of scripture in the Damascus  Document—notably by 
Joseph Fitzmyer, Geza Vermes, Jonathan Campbell—provide a coherent basis for the 
present essay.  
 Finally, there is a tendency to frame studies, such as this one, in predominantly textual 
terms. Ultimately, however, texts cannot be separated from social historical questions about 
authors and audiences. Yet such questions are vexed. Moreover, historical conclusions are 
primarily derived from literary analysis. The texts have potential to cast social-historical light 
on the practices of the people who wrote and used these texts. Yet the process inevitably 
involves circularity: our social construction of the people depends on our reading of the 
texts. I will offer some brief observations in part four. This chapter will provide a basis for 
considering these issues and, I hope, lay the ground for further study in this area. The first 
task is to get a sense of the citations to be found in the Damascus Document. 
 
 
2.  Citations of scripture in the Damascus Admonition  
2.1 Explicit and “virtual” citations 
Vermes‘ list of citations in CD remains the standard.1 He identifies forty-three distinct 
scripture excerpts (―biblical proof-texts‖), which appear in fifty-two separate citations in the 
extant portions of CDA&B. These citations form two classes: ―explicit‖ and ―virtual‖. I present 
the data in Figure 1 (below). 
 Thirty excerpts of scripture appear in thirty-three explicit citations in CD. I number these 
thirty excerpts §1-30 (Fig. 1, column 1).  The thirty-three citations of these excerpts in CD are 
displayed alongside (Fig. 1, col. 2).2 The thirty-three corresponding introductory formulae 
are also displayed (Fig. 1, col. 3).3  
 Along with these explicit citations, Vermes also counts nineteen ―virtual citations‖, 
which are displayed in Fig. 1, col. 4. While lacking introductory formulae, Vermes considers 
these ―virtual citations‖ to be ―deliberate‖ references to scripture (Vermes 1989b, 493-494). 
Three of these (§9, §15 and §22) are virtual citations of excerpts already counted among the 
thirty explicitly-cited excerpts. The remaining sixteen virtual citations add thirteen distinct 
excerpts (§31-43),4 bringing to forty-three Vermes‘ tally of scripture excerpts cited in CD. 
 Thus, Vermes counts forty-three scripture excerpts, which appear in fifty-two separate 
citations (by means of thirty-three introductory formulae) in the extant portions of CD. 
 
  
                                                          
1 Vermes 1989, 493-494. 
2 Three passages (§7, §10, §14) are each explicitly cited twice in CD (Fig. 1). 
3 In fact, thirty-five introductory formulae appear in CD. However, as shown (Fig. 1), two of these cases (*34 & 
*35) are ignored because the text cited is unknown. 
4 Each of passages §34, §40 and §42 appears in two separate virtual citations in CD (Fig. 1, col. 4).  
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2.1.1  Appendix: A note on Fitzmyer (1960-61) 
Is it usually reported that Fitzmyer finds ―thirty citations‖ in CD. He erroneously gives this 
impression himself. In fact, Fitzmyer identifies thirty-two scripture excerpts cited in twenty-eight 
distinct text units (within CD) introduced by twenty-nine formulae (see Fig. 1, col. 5). 
1) Fitzmyer identifies twenty-eight text units in CD, which he numbers: #1-15, #22-29, #31-35.5  
o Twenty-six of these contain one citation each. 
o Unit #23 (CD 4:19-5:2) contains four citations: two explicit (Mic 2:6; Deut 17:17) and two 
implicit (Gen 1:27; 7:9). 
o Unit #25 (CD 7:3-11) contains two citations: one explicit (Isa 54:16) and one ‖virtual‖6 
(Num 21:18). 
2) These twenty-eight text units contain twenty-nine introductory formulae (Fig. 1, col. 3).  
o Each text unit contains one introductory formula, except for text unit #23 (CD 4:19-5:2), 
which contains two (*14, *28) introducing Mic 2:6 and Deut 17:17 (Fig. 1, col. 3).7  
o Although three excerpts (§7, §10, §14) are each explicitly cited twice (each time with 
introductory formula), Fitzmyer only counts each once (Fig. 1, col. 3).8 
3) In total, Fitzmyer discusses thirty-two scripture excerpts cited in CD. Thirty excerpts occur in 
Fitzmyer‘s twenty nine “explicit quotations” and one “virtual citation”.9 
o Fitzmyer considers twenty-nine scripture excerpts to be explicitly cited (§1-5, §7-30; Fig. 
1, col. 1). He discounts the perfunctory paraphrase of Num 30:9 in CD 16:10 (§6).10 
o Fitzmyer (1960-61, 304) includes Num 21:18 (§33) as a ―virtual citation‖ in CD 6:3-4. 
o Fitzmyer spontaneously includes two implicit citations of Gen 1:27 and 7:9 (§31, §32). He 
does not include them as ―virtual citations‖ in his survey of citations (1960-61, 299-305, 
esp. 304). He only includes them ad hoc during his discussion of text unit #23, CD 4:19-5:2 
(ibid., 319). They lack ―the characteristic introductory formulae‖ but ―the intention to 
quote scripture here is evident‖ (ibid.). 
Fitzmyer erroneously states that he finds in CD thirty text units (―passages‖) containing citations:  
―[A] good group of passages in the Qumran literature can be found, containing explicit 
quotations. Three of these occur in [1QS], thirty in the Damascus Document (C.D.), five 
in [1QM], and four in [4Q174]‖ (Fitzmyer 1960-61, 299; cf. 1971, 6-7).  
In fact, within CD he identifies twenty-eight ―passages‖ containing citations (Fig. 1). When referring to 
―thirty‖, Fitzmyer must have in mind the twenty-nine ―explicit quotations‖ (excerpts §1-5, §7-30 in my 
Fig. 1) plus one ―virtual citation‖ (excerpt §33 in my Fig. 1).9 This confusion of terms misleads Fitzmyer 
to imply that he finds thirty citations in CD. This has misled others. For example Campbell (1995, 
22[37]), reports that Fitzmyer finds ―30 quotations in CD‖.  
 The problem arises because Fitzmyer conflates three distinct categories. He fails in his discussion 
properly to distinguish: A) the text-units (alias ―passages‖) in which citations occur; B) the excerpts of 
scripture (alias ―biblical proof texts‖) that are cited in these various text units; and C), citations 
―quotations‖). In particular, Fitzmyer‘s term ―quotation‖ always denotes both ―citations‖ (of literary 
excerpts) and the ―excerpts cited‖, as though these were qualitatively and quantitatively coterminous. 
They are not. Fitzmyer identifies twenty-eight text units of CD in which thirty-two biblical excerpts are 
cited in twenty nine ―explicit‖ citations (introduced by a citation formula), one ―virtual‖ citation and 
two implicit citations. I discuss his confusion of terms further in section 4.2, below. 
 
  
                                                          
5 In 1QS, 1QM & 4Q174 he distinguishes twelve text-units (#16-21, #30, #36-40), each containing one citation. 
6 This is one of the ―virtual citations‖ Fitzmyer identifies (1960-61, 304). These are, ―explicit quotations […] which 
lack an introductory formula‖ but which are nevertheless ―obviously intended to be quotations‖. 
7 Fitzmyer (1960-61, 304) discounts introductory formulae *6, *34 and *35 (Fig. 1, col. 5) along with the obscure 
material they introduce in: CD 16:10 (paraphrase of Num 30:9?); 4:15 (unknown Testament of Levi?); and 9:8-9. 
8 He counts the citation of Num 30:17 in CD 7:8f (ignoring that in 19:5). He counts the citation of Deut 9:5a in CD 
8:15  (ignoring that in 19:28). He counts the citation of Deut 32:33 in CD 8:9f (ignoring that in 19:22). 
9 Fitzmyer (1960-61) discusses these thirty citations (twenty-nine explicit plus one virtual) on pages 299-305. 
10 Vermes, by contrast, considers all excerpts §1-30 to be explicitly cited, including §6 (Fig. 1, col. 1) 
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Figure 1. Forty-three passages cited in CD (according to Vermes 1989b) 
Colum 1 
Excerpt 
cited   
(§) 
Column 2 
Explicit 
citation  
in CD  
Column 3 
Introductory 
formula in CD   
(*) 
Column 4 
“Virtual 
citation” in 
CD (Vermes) 
Column 5 
Excerpt  
counted by 
Fitzmyer 
Column 6 
Fitzmyer’s 
CD-text-unit 
(#) 
§1 Lev 18:13 5:8f *1 5:8  √ #24 
§2 Lev 19:17 9:8 *2 9:7  √ #4 
§3 Lev 19:18 9:2 *3 9:2  √ #2 
§4 Lev 23:38 11:18 *4 11:18  √ #27 
§5 Num 24:17 7:19f *5 7:19  √ #12 
§6 Num 30:9? 16:10 *6 16:10  —  
§7 Num 30:17 
Num 30:17 
7:8f 
19:5 
*7 
*8 
7:8 
19:5 
 √ 
— 
#1 
§8 Deut 5:12 10:16f *9 10:16  √ #5 
§9 Deut 7:9 
Deut 7:9 
19:1f *10 19:1  
7:6 
√ 
— 
#15 
§10 Deut 9:5a 
Deut 9:5a 
8:15 
19:28 
*11 
*12 
8:14 
19:26-27 
 √ 
— 
#14 
§11 Deut 9:23 3:7 *13 3:7  √ #7 
§12 Deut 17:17 5:2 *14 5:1  √  #23 
§13 Deut 23:24 16:6f *15 16:6  √ #6 
§14 Deut 32:33 
Deut 32:33 
8:9f 
19:22 
*16 
*17 
8:9 
19:22 
 √ 
— 
#13 
§15 Isa 7:17 
Isa 7:17 
7:11f *18 7:10-11  
[13:23] 
√ 
— 
#31 
§16 Isa 24:17 4:14 *19 4:13-14  √ #9 
§17 Isa 54:16 6:8 *20 6:7-8  √  #25  
§18 Ezek 9:4 19:12 *21 19:11-12  √ #33 
§19 Ezek 44:15 3:21-4:2 *22 3:21  √ #22 
§20 Hos 3:4 20:16 *23 20:16  √ #35 
§21 Hos 4:16 1:13f *24 1:13  √ #8 
§22 Hos 5:10 
Hos 5:10 
19:15f *25 19:15  
8:2f 
√ 
— 
#34 
§23 Amos 5:26-27 7:14f *26 7:14  √ #26 
§24 Amos 9:11 7:16 *27 7:16  √ #11 
§25 Mic 2:6 4:20 *28 4:20  √  #23 
§26 Mic 7:2 16:16 *29 16:15  √ #29 
§27 Nah 1:2 9:5 *30 9:5  √ #3 
§28 Zech 13:7 19:7-9 *31 19:7  √ #32 
§29 Mal 1:10 6:13 *32 6:13  √ #10 
§30 Prov 15:8 11:20f *33 11:20  √ #28 
§31 Gen 1:27    4:21 ad hoc  #23 
§32 Gen 7:9    5:1 ad hoc
 
 #23 
§33 Num 21:18    6:3-4 √  #25  
§34 Deut 7:8 
Deut 7:8 
   8:15 
19:28 
—  
§35 Deut 32:28    5:13f —  
§36 1 Sa 25:26    9:9 —  
§37 Isa 27:11    5:16 —  
§38 Isa 50:11    5:13 —  
§39 Isa 59:5    5:13f —  
§40 Ezek 13:10 
Ezek 13:10 
   8:12  
19:24f 
—  
§41 Hos 7:11    4:10-12 —  
§42 Mic 2:11 
Mic 2:11 
   8:13 
19:24f 
—  
§43 Mic 7:11    4:12   
?44 Test. Levi?  *34 4:15  —  
?45 Source?  *35 9:8-9  —  
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2.2 Thematic use of scripture and the literary integrity of CD 
The Admonition narrates the exilic origins of the sect. The authors found this narrative on a 
deliberately-selected core of Mosaic and prophetic contexts, which together present a 
rebellion-restoration pattern, based on cycles of Israelite history and the Exile narrative.11 The 
texts consistently connect two themes, which combine to create a pattern of rebellion, 
purging and restoration (Campbell 1995, 184-5). The first theme is a series of Israelite 
rebellion cycles following the Exodus and prior to entering the land (Ex 32; the Numbers 
passages; cf., Gen 6, 7, 10). The second is a pattern of sin-exile-restoration of the people after 
they have settled the land (Lev 26; Deut 27-32). The Holiness Code (Lev 17-25) is used to 
draw out the legal aspects of rebellion in the land. The prophetic contexts reiterate and offer 
commentary upon these rebellion cycles, adding post-Pentateuchal rebellion cycles which 
culminate in the Babylonian exile. Preoccupation with exile recurs particularly in the 
contexts from Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel. The references to Minor Prophets (Hosea, Amos, 
Micah, Habakkuk, Zechariah, Malachi) partly reflect the exile theme, partly inform the 
author‘s eschatological outlook. 
 The authors use this rebellion pattern to exemplify two kinds of group throughout 
Israelite history: the rebellion of the majority is contrasted with the fidelity (or penitence) of 
the minority; the majority forfeits covenantal rights, while those of the faithful (or penitent) 
minority emerge as heirs of God‘s promises to the ancestors; the penitent minority‘s 
entitlement to benefit from the ancestral promises is always reinstated because of God‘s 
mercy and fidelity. To the rebellious majority belong the errant contemporaries of the 
authors‘ sect, which itself exemplifies the faithful and penitent minority. 
 On grounds of subject matter and style, Campbell divides the Admonition into 
historical and midrashic sections, which are evenly interspersed CDA (Fig. 2).  
 
Figure 2. Campbell’s historical and midrashic sections in CD 
    
Historical sections:  11
—21  214
—412a 515b
—611a  
Midrashic sections:  22-13  412b
—515a  611b
—821  (≈ 191
—2034) 
             
 
The historical sections are ―history-like‖ in their recounting the origins of the group. They 
deal with a long stretch of time, ―beginning no later than the exile and arranged 
consecutively, often expressed in terms of cause and effect, albeit with the interjection of 
moral or spiritual evaluations by the author‖ (Campbell 1995, 50). Constructing a sense of 
consequential, chronological sequence, these narratives culminate in the founding of the 
sect. 
 While the historical sections are formally diachronic, the midrashic sections are 
synchronic. They do not seek to present an unfolding linear historical narrative nor  
causal/temporal connection between incidents or periods. Rather, the midrashic narrative 
presents a short span of time. The events described are immediate and the perspective is that 
of one experiencing the events described, which are taking place at the end of days 
(Campbell 1995, 103). The authors‘ excessive praise of some and the sharpness of their 
condemnation of others betray an immediate sense of urgency. The sect‘s understanding of 
proper Torah observance through its own special halakha—revealed to the sectarian priests 
by mysterious prophetic means—establishes the sect‘s present identity, proves its 
superiority to outsiders and affirms its possession of the true covenant. 
 Biblical idiom characterises the text of the Admonition at every magnitude.12 
However, distinguishing deliberate from unconscious regurgitation of biblical idiom is 
                                                          
11 Campbell 1995, 101, 173-176, 184-185, 203. 
12 See Rabin 1958, Schwartz 1965, Murphy O‘Connor 1970, 1971, 1972a, 1972b; Knibb 1983. 
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notoriously difficult.13 Using Vermes‘ forty-three explicit and ―virtual‖ citations to control 
the detection of subtle references, Campbell shows how the authors have structured the 
Admonition by means of this core of literary contexts (Fig. 3, below). The citations and 
allusions in the Admonition reveal the authors‘ conscious thematic reflection on these 
contexts. 
 This deliberate arrangement of the historical and midrashic sections, structured by 
means of thematic reflection on a purposefully-selected core of literary contexts, shows the 
Admonition to be a coherent literary unity. The consistent recurrence of the same selection 
of biblical contexts throughout the Admonition by means of sustained and coherent 
thematic exegesis demonstrate the document‘s integrity, despite variant editions.14  
 
 
Figure 3. Core of literary contexts structuring the Admonition (Campbell 1995) 
 
 Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 
 
Biblical book 
Biblical chapters 
recurring only in 
the historical sections 
Biblical chapters recurring 
in historical & midrashic 
sections 
Biblical chapters 
recurring only in 
the midrashic sections 
Genesis 6 7 10 
Exodus  32 31, 34-35 
Leviticus  17-18, 26 19 
Numbers 19, 21 13-18, 20 24, 30 
Deuteronomy 1, 13, 27-30 9, 12, 31-32 2, 7 
Judges   2 
Isaiah 54 24, 27-28, 51, 59 7, 10, 50 
Jeremiah 23, 25, 27  29, 31 
Ezekiel 3-4, 6-8, 11, 20, 33 5, 9, 39, 44 13-14, 22-23 
Hosea 10 4-5 3 
Micah 7 2 3 
Amos   5, 9 
Zechariah   6, 11, 13 
Malachi   1, 3 
Psalms  78, 94, 106 37 
Ezra  9  
Nehemiah  9  
Daniel  9 11, 12 
2 Chronicles  36  
 
  
                                                          
13 As W. Tooman (2011) has shown, pervasion of biblical idiom in a composition, no matter how dense, does not 
automatically indicate the author‘s intention to construct an integral exegetical connection between his 
composition and traditional sources. 
14 Campbell‘s results dispense with the need here to engage with two kinds of related question: first, the value of 
the CD narrative for historical reconstruction (cf. Campbell 1995, 189-208); second, redaction theories aimed at 
explaining internal inconsistencies in CD and reconciling the narrative with historiographical concerns (cf. 
Davies 1987, 1990; Stegemann 1992; Murphy-O‘Connor 1970, 1971, 1972a, 1972b; Garçia Martinez 1988, 1990; 
Garçia Martinez & Van der Woude 1990). 
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2.3  Composite citations 
2.3.1 A composite citation of Ezekiel 44:7, 13 and 15 in CDA 3:21 
The unrepentant guilt of those rebellious in ancient times has been reported in CD 2:14-3:12. 
In 3:13 the gaze of the author shifts to the predecessors of his own group, whom he now 
calls ―Israel‖ in the sense of true Israel (cf. 8:17-18). CD 3:13-20 describes how God gave to 
the priestly founders of the sect insight into His mysteries, insight which all rebellious 
parties throughout Israel‘s history lacked. God atoned for the sins of the sect, for whom he 
built a ―sure house in Israel‖ and He promised those who hold fast to His true Temple 
―eternal life and all the glory of Adam‖. A composite citation occurs within this historical 
section (2:14-4:12a). 
 
 Ezekiel 44:15 CDA 3:20-4:2 
  dyb ~hl la ~yqh 21a rXak awh 
  rmal aybnh larXy laqzxy 
 qwdc ynb ~ywlh ~ynhkhw a qwdc ynbw ~ywlhw ~ynhkh 21b 
 yXdqm trmXm ta wrmX rXa b yXdqm trmXm ta wrmX rXa 1a 
 yl[m larXy ynb tw[tb c yl[m larXy ynb tw[tb 1b 
 hmh d ~h 2a 
   Ezekiel 44:13 
 ynpl wdm[w e yntrXl yla wbrqy wXygy yl !hkl yla wXgy alw 
   yvdq lk l[ tXglw 
   ~yXdqh yXdq la 
   ~twb[wtw ~t~lk waXnw 
   wX[ rXa 
   Ezekiel 44:7 
   rkn ynb ~kaybhb 
   rXb ylr[w bl ylr[ 
   yXdqmb twyhl 
    ytyb ta wllxl 
 byrqhl  ymxl ta ~kbyrqhb 
 ~dw blx yl ~dw blx yl ~dw blx 
   ytyrb ta wrpyw 
 hwhy ynda ~an 
   
 
 
The lemma in CDA 3:21-4:2 is an amalgam of several elements drawn from Ezekiel 44, 
particularly verses 4-16. The Ezekiel passage recounts a vision of an ideal temple service, 
which should be conducted by a worthy priesthood (in contrast to the corrupt priesthood of 
the ―rebellious House of Israel‖, a priesthood which neglects God‘s statutes and pollutes His 
sanctuary). The passage combines several elements which are guiding themes of the 
Admonition: the rebellion of Israel and their priests, who profane proper Temple service and 
mistake the statutes; interest in correct observance of the ―Lord‘s statutes‖;  the monopoly of 
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the priestly Sons of Zadok on correct (divinely illuminated) prophetic interpretation of the 
commandments.  
 By means of the lemma cited in CD 3:21-4:2, the author distils the salient points from 
Ezekiel 44:4-16. The passage presents a warning given by God to the prophet concerning 
abominations committed by the ―house of Israel‖. That is, they have permitted entry into the 
sanctuary of foreigners (uncircumcised of heart or flesh, 44:9) and even delegated to them 
the temple service (44:8). The ―Levites‖ are singled out as particular culprits, to whom is 
applied the ―straying‖ language also used of Israel in CD 1:15f (they ―went away from me 
when Israel went astray‖, larXy tw[tb). These Levites ―shall not come near to me (wXgy alw), 
to serve me as priest, nor come near any of my sacred offerings, the things that are most 
sacred; but they shall bear their shame, and the consequences of the abominations that they 
have committed‖ (Ezek 44:13).   
 The citation, explicitly introduced with a formula, comprises primarily Ezek 44:15. 
However, it combines distinct elements of Ezek 44:7 & 13. The lemma in CDA 3:21b-4:2a 
reproduces Ezekiel 44:15a-c and the first word of 44:15d (~h). The rest of 15d and the 
beginning of 15e (ynpl wdm[w / yntrXl yla wbrqy) are then omitted. CD 4:2a now replaces the 
hiphil of brq (‗bring near‘, which appeared twice in the omitted portions of Ezek 44:15d-e) 
with the hiphil of Xgn (‗bring near) from Ezek 44:13. Ezek 44:13 and 15 are connected not only 
by synonyms for ‗bringing near‘ (in the sense of ‗offering‘ in priestly sacrifice), but also the 
cognates tb[wt (abomination) and h[t (to err, stray). The latter verb has been used in CD 
1:15 to recount trackless course struck by the wilderness generation under the influence of 
the ‗spouter of lies‘, who enticed them away from the law-observance espoused by the CD 
authors. 
 A reference to Ezek 44:7, which parallels the phrase ―fat and flesh‖ of Ezek 44:15, will 
appear a few verses later in CD 4:18 (―defilement of the sanctuary‖, Xwdq [mj). A similar 
idea from Ezek 44:23 is picked up again in CD 6:17 (rwhjl amj !yb lydbhl).15  
 The amalgamation of Ezek 44:15 with 44:7 and 44:13 is intentional and cannot be 
attributed to a variant reading. The source text of Ezek 44:15 (qwdc ynb ~ywlh ~ynhkhw) is not 
suitable for the author‘s exegetical purposes, because it refers to a single priestly group by 
two complementary epithets: ―the Levitical priests, the sons of Zadok‖. However, the 
following pronominal pesher-like exegesis requires three groups to be distinguished:  
 
The priests, these are (~h) the returnees of Israel who departed from the land of Judah, (the 
Levites, are those16) who accompany them, and the Sons of Zadok are the chosen ones of Israel, 
who stand in the end of days. 
The CD authors derive these three groups from (their citation of) Ezek 44:15a by removing 
the waw from ha-kohanim in the source text and replicating that waw twice in CD 3: 21b, once 
before ha-lewiyim, and again before bnē-zadok  (qwdc ynbw ~ywlhw ~ynhkh). By deriving three 
groups for the following exegesis (by replicating waw), the authors oblige themselves to omit 
the words ynpl wdm[w e yntrXl yla wbrqy from Ezek 44:15d-e. Otherwise it would unclear who 
is indicated by ~h in CD 4:2a.17 The interpretation in CD 4:4 nevertheless picks up the 
omitted wdm[w of Ezek 44:15e, where the Sons of Zadok are said to ―stand‖ as legitimate 
priestly incumbents at the end of days. 
                                                          
15 Campbell 1995, 84. According to Rabin (1954, 24-25), this also represents Ezek 22:26 conflated with Lev 11:47, 
10:10 (also in CD 12:19-20). 
16 So restored by Rabin (1954, 14). See also Charlesworth et al. (1995, 19), who point to Num 18:2-4 for the Levites 
as those who ―accompany‖ the priests. 
17 See also Campbell (1995, 83) citing M. Boyce, The Poetry of the Damascus Document. Edinburgh (PhD, 1988). 
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 Finally, by replacing wbrqy of Ezek 44:15 with wXygy from Ezek 44:13 and applying it to 
the Sons of Zadok, the CD author causes the citation to intensify the contrast between the 
Levites (―who went far from me, when Israel went astray‖ [44:10] and who ―shall not come 
near (wXygy) to me to serve as a priest‖ [44:13] ) and the Sons of Zadok ( who ―shall come near 
(wbrqy) to me to serve me‖[44:15] ). 
 It could be argued that this citation is a condensed paraphrase of Ezek 44:7-15. But it 
appears also to satisfy our criteria for composite citation. While the amalgamated elements 
are all closely proximate in their source context, it is arguable that Ezek 44:15 is used as the 
principal citation, whose exegetical value has been augmented by the integration of key 
phrases from Ezek 44:7 and 13. This composite citation, then, concentrates into a single 
citation-lemma several key thematic elements from the wider context, that is, a stark contrast 
between a rebellious and a steadfast group; a contrast between correspondingly rebellious 
and steadfast priestly leaders; the inspired interpretation of God‘s statutes that distinguishes 
the Zadokite sect from its opponents. As Campbell has shown, Ezekiel 44 belongs the CD 
authors‘ exegetical core of biblical contexts common to the historical and midrashic sections. 
 This example shows, however, that composite citation cannot easily be considered a 
sub-set of explicit citation. While identifying the primary citation has been straightforward, 
the process of identifying subordinate extract which has been amalgamated with the 
primary is analogous with the usual process of identifying ―allusion‖ or subtle reference. 
Although the citation formula explicitly announces citation of imported literary material, the 
formula cannot identify the citation as composite.  
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2.3.2 A composite citation of Deuteronomy 9:5a & 7:8a in CDA 8:14 
This composite citation appears in the third midrashic section (6:11b—8:21).  
 
 Deut 9:5a CDA 8:14 Deut 7:8a 
  hXm rma rXaw 
 $tqdcb al $tqdcb al 
 $bbl rXybw $bbl rXybw 
 tXrl ab hta tXrl ab hta 
 ~cra ta ta 
 hlah ~ywgh t[Xrb yk hlah ~ywgh   
  ta wtbhab yk ~kta hwhy tbham yk 
$ynpm ~Xyrwm $yhla hwhy 
 rbdh ta ~yqh ![mlw 
 hwhy [bXn rXa  
 $ytbal $ytwba 
 bq[ylw qxcyl ~hrbal  
  h[wbXh ta wrmXmw h[bXh ta wrmXmw 
   ~kytbal [bvn rva 
   hqzx dyb ~kta hwhy aycwh 
   ~ydb[ tybm $dpyw 
   ~yrcm $lm h[rp dym 
   
Deuteronomy 9 belongs to the exegetical core of biblical texts common to both the historical 
and midrashic sections of the Admonition, Deuteronomy 7 to the exegetical core underlying 
the midrashic sections (Fig. 3). Both contexts come from Moses‘ address to Israel, recounting 
God‘s grace toward them since the Exodus and prior to entering the land. These chapters 
constantly reiterate the Deuteronomic principles that exclusive fidelity to God and His 
commandments will lead to prosperity in the land; rebellion and abuse of the 
commandments will lead to punishments, of the kind suffered by the wilderness generation, 
and ultimately rejection from the land. These thematic interests, applied in the midrashic 
sections to the sect and its opponents, pervade the Admonition. The ―backsliders‖ (8:1) of 
the covenant and the arrogant ―princes of Judah‖ (8:3) seem to be erstwhile covenanters 
who, in the view of the authors, fell away from the Zadokite sect. Thus, they have ―rebelled‖ 
and have ―not departed from the way of traitors‖ (8:5) but rather have adopted the ―ways of 
the kings of Greece‖ (8:10-11).  
 The citation draws on a principle common to Deuteronomy 9:5 and 7:8. The ―returnees 
of Israel‖ (8:16), the predecessors of the sect, are true inheritors of the ―covenant of the 
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ancestors‖ (8:18) because of ―God‘s love for the first ones and those who come after them‖ 
(8:17). The ―builders of the barrier‖, to whom the ―spouter of lies preached‖ (8:12-13; cf. 
1:15f.), did not understand this principle. 
 As Rabin (1958, 34-35) notes, the common word yk is the nexus at which the two 
passages are joined. Common syntax and form seem to have prompted the CD authors to 
combine Deut 9:5 and 7:8. Both passages exhibit a pattern of common phrases and concepts:  
―It was not because of x‖; II. ―…but because…‖; III. ―…of the oath to the ancestors‖.  
Deuteronomy chapters 7 and 9 exhibit common ideas, expressed in similar fashion: 
1. Statements of fact 
1A. God delivers Israel from Egypt and other nations (Deut 71; 78b; 717-21; 929) 
 1B. God gives Israel victory over nations (Deut 72; 722-24; 91-3) 
 1C. God demands Israel‘s separation from nations (Deut 73-5; 711a; 725-26; —) 
2. Reasons given 
 2A. God has chosen Israel (Deut 76; 713-15; 929) 
  2Ai  Caveat: Israel’s election is undeserved  
- 2Aia  Israel is not more numerous than the nations (Deut 77; 717) 
- 2Aib  Israel is not more righteous than the nations (Deut 94-27) 
 2B. God is faithful to the ancestors (Deut 78a; 79-10; 711b; 927)  
 
The CD authors apply this thematic pattern to the sect: ―So is also the judgement for the 
returnees of Israel…‖ (8:16). This actualizing application of the Deut 7 and 9 is meant to 
explain why the returnees of Israel are heirs to the true covenant, while the rest of Israel is 
not. The answer is: God’s love for the ancestors and his fidelity to his promises. But the authors of 
CD are not interested in the concern with the Israel‘s numerical size found in Deut 7 (2Aib). 
This element conveys too much historical contingency of Israel‘s invasion of Canaan and 
lacks any ethical-theological use in the apologetic by which CD contrasts the sect the with 
rebellious rest of Israel. 
 This is an exemplary instance of a ―composite citation‖. However, neither the term 
―composite citation‖, nor the notion of it, is current among the commentators. Vermes 
(1989b, 499) notes how the ―argument‖ (not the citation) in CD 8:14-16 ―combines two 
separate biblical texts‖; and Rabin (1954, 34-35) notes that  ―Dt. 7:8a‖ is ―attached‖ to Deut 
9:5a ―through the common element ki‖. But both scholars enclose each excerpt separately 
within its own speech marks. Charlesworth et al. (1995, 29) simply advise: ―Cf. Deut 7:8, 9:5‖. 
Fitzmyer, noting that CD 8:14 is ―quoting Dt 9:5‖, adds that ―[t]he first part of this quotation 
agrees with the MT; the last, however, is dependent on Dt 7:8, but it is not introduced as an 
explicit quotation‖ (Fitzmyer 1960-61, 313 [1]). Fitzmyer does not count Deut 7:8 among the 
explicit citations in  his study. 
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4.  Concluding observations 
 
4. 1 Thematic and lexical cues to selection 
Each composite citation discussed above is an amalgam of multiple literary contexts. In each 
case, the literary contexts from which the extracts were drawn exhibit verbal and thematic 
commonalities. Like these composite citations, many allusions in CD are also combined on 
the basis of thematic and lexical commonalities. Indeed, these composite citations belong to 
a much wider literary and exegetical praxis. Campbell‘s findings show that Admonition is a 
fundamentally exegetical work. It is constructed on the basis of thematic interpretation of a 
recurrent core of traditional (biblical) contexts. Interpretation, explicit and covert, of all of 
the contexts reflected in the citations examined (Deut 7; Deut 9; Ezek 44), belongs to the 
larger exegetical (and halakhic) enterprise that constitutes the composition of the 
Admonition. 
 
4. 2 Exegetical Context  
Further composite citations can be identified in the Damascus Document. Some are robust 
examples. Others are ambiguous cases whose classification will require careful 
consideration. I hope to explore some of these in a future publication and to draw more 
extensive conclusions than are possible in this essay. Here I will make two very brief 
observations. First, Campbell identifies an alternation between three historical and three 
midrashic sections in CD 1-8. The two composite citations discussed occur in the second 
historical section (2:14-4:12a) and the third midrashic section (6:11b—8:21). What this tells us 
about the place of composite citation within the authorial praxis must be pursued after 
further study.  
Second, Fitzmyer organizes the explicit citations in CD into four classes.18 At the poles 
lie Classes A and D.19 ―Literal or historical‖ citations (A) preserve the sense and form of the 
literary source (Fitzmyer 1960-61, 306). Whereas, in the ―eschatological class‖ of texts (D) the 
authors perceive an aspect of their eschatological expectations, which they express by 
altering the sense and form of the cited excerpt (ibid., 325). Fitzmyer considers the 
intermediate Classes B and C most akin. The authors cite ―modernized texts‖ (B) and 
―accommodated texts‖ (C) when they find some element in the source to be analogous with 
their own situation, which element they illuminate through typological use of the excerpt 
cited. However, Class B citations (like A) preserve the sense and form of the literary source 
(ibid., 309). Whereas in Class C citations (like D) the authors alter the sense and form of the 
source text (ibid., 316). Our two examples of composite citations are from these second and 
third classes. Indeed, it may be noted how the authors excised the ―historical‖ quality 
(indicative of Fitzmyer‘s first class) from Deut 7 (Israel‘s relative numerousness) in order 
typologically to apply the ethical quality of ―righteousness‖ to the authors‘ sect in the 
present. A more thorough survey of composite citations will be needed to draw firm 
conclusions from these observations.  
                                                          
18 Fitzmyer‘s observations are useful, but his terminological imprecision is problematic. He uses the terms ―text‖ 
and ―citation‖ indiscriminately and synonymously to mean both (biblical) ―source text‖ and the ―citation‖ (of that 
source text) in a composition like CD. This means that he often attributes to the source text (in the bible) 
properties contingent on the use the CD authors‘ make of their citation of an excerpt. This also leads him to 
confuse: excerpts cited; instances of citation; text-units in CD containing citations. Thus, his tally of ―thirty in the 
Damascus Document‖ nonsensically corresponds with the actual count of none of these three categories, see 2.2.1, 
above.  
19 These four classes progress from citations that preserve the sense and form of the source context to those that 
radically alter it. Fitzmyer organizes the twenty-eight CD text-units containing citations (#1-15, #22-29, #31-35, 
shown in Fig. 1, col. 6, above) according to these four classes: ―A. a literal or historical class ―of texts (#1-7); ―B. 
modernized texts‖ (#8-15); ―C. accommodated texts‖ (#22-29); ―D. an eschatological class of texts‖ (31-35). His 
twelve text-units (#16-21, #30, #36-40) in 1QS, 1QM and 4Q174 are not studied here. 
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4.3 Categorising exegetical genres 
The study leads to observations on how we categorise exegetical genres. The examples 
studied cast doubt on seeking to fix overly-rigid generic distinctions between different 
classes of exegetical work. In two influential studies, Geza Vermes (1989a, 1989b) 
distinguished two classes of exegetical composition among Dead Sea Scrolls. His first study 
(1989a) treated a class of texts which ―begin with the Bible and combine or accompany it 
with various kinds of interpretation‖ (Vermes 1989b, 493). Vermes designates this ―the 
interpretive genre‖.20 He sees exegesis as the primary purpose of this genre, whose 
manifestations are variously called: ―re-written bible‖;  ―apocrypha‖; ―pseudepigrapha‖; 
and ―(sectarian) commentaries‖, both continuous and thematic.21  Vermes‘ second study 
treats a class of exegetical text differing from those of ―the interpretive genre‖ in that each 
―starts with a theological or legal statement and endeavours to support it with the help of a 
single or combined biblical proof-text‖ (Vermes 1989b, 493). He is interested in ―the function 
of Bible citations in writings which do not belong to the interpretative genre‖ (Vermes 
1989b, 496), namely, the War Rule, the Community Rule  and the Damascus Document. 
 Vermes‘ generic distinctions adopted in much subsequent writing. But they have also 
been called into question. In particular, Campbell found his own results to degrade Vermes‘ 
the distinction between ―works [like 11QT or Jubilees] whose starting point is the bible itself 
over against those [such as CD] which use scripture secondarily to aid an independent 
argument‖ (Campbell 1995, 178). This study points in a similar direction. In the examples of 
composite citation, the author combines texts for exegetical purposes in a manner akin to the 
kind of harmonisation identified by Vermes in ―re-written bible‖ compositions, such as 
Jubilees or the Temple Scroll (Vermes 1989a, 185-187). Of course, these observations must be 
tested within the wider context of halakhic use of scripture, pseudepigraphical writing and 
―re-written bible‖, which I have not broached here. However, D.A. Teeter offers promising 
discussion in these areas. For example, his conclusions on the Abram/Ravens narrative in 
Jubilees resonate with much that applies to the Admonition: ―The story springs in equal 
measure from minute details of textual wording and implicature as well as from 
macrostructural comparisons of the largest scale. It is the product of intense exegetical 
engagement with a corpus of authoritative tradition that is regarded as a coherent and 
relevant intertextual whole. Jubilees […] distils the teaching of that broader scriptural corpus 
and focuses it upon issues of greatest concern to the author and his time‖.22 
 
4.4  Distinguishing overt and subtle reference to scripture 
I observed above that composite citation is viewed as a subset of citation proper. Composite 
citation in this volume is a special case of explicit citation, as defined by D.-A. Koch (1986) 
and C.D. Stanley (1992) in their studies of Paul‘s citations. Both have argued that study of an 
ancient Jewish author‘s use of scripture—particularly when that study engages how ancient 
authors handled the wording of their sources—should be controlled through limiting 
analysis to explicit citations, at least in the first instance. In a context where variant text-
forms of every transmitted literary work were circulating and in which authors modified at 
will the wording of their sources, the attendant variables render analysis of subtle forms of 
reference difficult to control. The literary ambiguities inherent in covert literary reference, 
such as ―allusions‖ or ―echoes‖, render unreliable both identification of authorial intention 
and evaluation of audience-reception of it. An explicit citation, argue Koch and Stanley, 
assures the modern analyst that the author is indeed importing foreign literary material into 
                                                          
20 Vermes (1989b, 493) discussing his first study, 1989a. 
21 Cf. Vermes 1989a. 
22 Teeter 2013a, 401-402. See also Teeter 2013b. 
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his own composition. This, it is argued, allows the analyst a manageable level of confidence 
about three things: that the ancient author is not merely unconsciously regurgitating 
traditional literary idiom; that the author wants the audience to perceive the reference to 
another literary source; that the syntax does indeed derive from a literary source known to 
the author, and is not merely some confluence of ―heterogeneous materials‖ (Stanley 1992, 
34, 56), such as oral traditions, poorly-remembered fragments of texts, hymns, prayers or 
conversations.  
 However, perhaps limiting study to explicit citations does not justify as much 
confidence as we might like. In practice, explicit citation does not guarantee us clear insight 
into the literary provenance and character of a citation. Not every introductory formula 
introduces a text whose derivation we understand; conversely, some embedded (non-
explicit) citations are verbatim replications of known sources.23 As noted above, when an 
introductory formula introduces an amalgam of multiple sources, then the difficulties that 
attend analysis of so-called ―allusions‖ pertain. Identifying a subordinate extract in a 
composite citation is analogous with identifying allusion or subtle reference. The 
unmanageable vagaries of subtle literary reference are not necessarily avoided by limiting 
discussion to explicit citations. While a citation formula implies that what follows as 
reference to an independent literary context, a formula cannot identify the citation as 
composite. This observation intersects with Campbell‘s finding that in the Damascus 
Admonition there is no clear dividing line between citation and allusion (Campbell 1995, 
176). 
 Indeed, the tendency to view citation—allusion—echo as embodying a scale from most to 
least explicit seems to break down. Woven into the Admonition is a great deal of subtle 
scriptural usage, for whose detection no consistently reliable criteria are available.  Campbell 
has likened the explicit citations in CD to ―the visible part of the iceberg, […] while the mass 
[of reference] remains hidden from immediate view in the form of allusion‖ (Campbell 1995, 
173). He confesses that most of this mass of textual reference remains hidden from him, or at 
least indistinguishable from habitual ―imitation‖ of biblical idiom (Campbell 1995, 30). 
Identifying allusions only when they are confirmed by citations elsewhere from the same 
context (Campbell 1995, 19-32), he advises that efforts to categorise types of reference tend 
toward a proliferation of categories. ―However, such profusion is unnecessary if, as is […]  
suggested, the Admonition‘s use of scripture can be viewed as at base a homogeneous 
whole. The numerous modes in which it finds expression are formal, and an over-detailed 
categorisation of them does not help in understanding the overall significance of bible usage 
in the document‖ (Campbell 1995, 32). 
 In fact, while citation and allusion may constitute the same iceberg, they do not 
represent points on a scale at all. That is, they are not different degrees of a kind; they are of 
different kinds. As Stanley has argued,24 citation is a rhetorical act. The announcement of 
appeal to a body of sacred prophetic writings has a particular effect on an audience, 
regardless of whether the imported syntax is verbatim, lightly or heavily accommodated, an 
amalgamation of multiple extracts or invented on the spot. Formulae introduce all these 
types of citation, so an introductory formula does not guarantee any particular kind of 
textual reproduction.  
                                                          
23 Citation formulae introduce some highly heterogeneous units of syntax whose literary provenance cannot be 
established (for example, the cases in CD 4:15, 9:8-9, 16:10). By contrast, verbatim replication of a known literary 
source can be deployed covertly (without explicit introduction) and yet observably serve an authorial exegetical 
interest while audience perception is not required (Norton 2011, 121-131, 161-174). In fact, explicit citation by 
means of introductory formulae is perhaps a better clue to an author‘s rhetorical practice than it is a reliable index 
in our textual analysis of that author‘s handling of sources and the nature of those sources. 
24 See: Stanley 1997a, 1997b, 1998, 1999, 2004;  cf. Tuckett 2000. 
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 Allusions are a quite distinct kind of phenomenon. An allusion is, by definition, 
intended by an author to be perceived by an audience.25 To say ―through it the Sons of Noah 
and their families strayed‖ (CD 3:2) is to allude to Genesis 10-11, but it involves no verbal 
replication of any particular syntax. To say ―the deeds of David were reckoned, except the 
blood of Uriah, and God allowed them to him‖ (CD 5:5-6) is to allude to 2 Samuel 11-12, but 
this is no verbal replication of any verse. These are allusions to traditional literary contexts. 
They are references to traditional, shared ideas. On the other hand, it is perfectly possible to 
cite a literary extract without alluding to it at all. That is, one may replicate the words of a 
text verbatim, but have no consciousness that words derive from a literary source. If so, one 
would have no intention to allude at all. Such cases must occur in our ancient texts, but it is 
hard to see how we could ever identify them. An example of a modern English idiom will 
serve. If I say that someone is ―a man after my own heart‖, I am certainly quoting the King 
James Version of Acts 13:22 (which presents Paul paraphrasing I Samuel 13:14). But I may 
not be alluding to Acts (or I Samuel) at all, because I may not be aware of the origin of the 
English idiom. The same is sometimes said of Paul‘s citation of Menander in I Corinthians 
15:33. He is citing the syntax known from Menander fragments. But since Menander‘s 
writings belonged to school syllabi, the phrase may have been an everyday idiom. In which 
case, Paul may not be alluding to Menander, although he is citing Menander. 
 The literary phenomena which are often designated ―allusion‖ in the critical literature 
would often be better described as ―verbal parallels to‖, or ―replications of‖, syntax deriving 
from another source. The extent to which an author intended such verbal replications to be 
perceived by an audience can rarely be established. To what extent did the CD authors mean 
the audience to recognise the phrase in CD 1:14, ―… when the man of mockery arose …‖  
(vya !wclh dwm[b) to derive from Isa 28:14 (!wcl yXna) (or Prov 29:8?)? And how did they 
intended the audience to be edified? The same can be asked of the relation of the phrase in 
CD 3:10-11 ―and they were given up to the sword, having departed from God‘s covenant‖ to 
Ps 78:62 and 2 Chron 28:6. The same again can be asked of the relation of the phrase ―one 
who dripped to Israel…‖ (larXyl @yjh) to the text of Amos 7:16 (alw larXy l[ abnt al  
qxXy tyb l[ @yjt). These and many other verbal replications in CD have much potential to 
illuminate the authors‘ exegetical practices and trains of thought. But we do not know 
whether these are really allusions, that is, references meant to edify others. Any answer to 
this will depend on how we imagine the audience and the authors‘ relationship with 
(various parts of) that audience. If CD is written for scribes by scribes, then we might 
suppose the whole exercise to represent an expert scribal conversation. If we imagine the 
text read aloud to laity, then we will reach different conclusions. Indeed, often an allusion is 
intended for only part of an audience, in which case the allusion plays a role in 
differentiating the audience and thereby differentiating the relationship of the authors with 
various segments of their audience. For example, an allusion may be expected privately to 
edify members of a scribal cognoscenti, while excluding laity and novice scribes. 
 The composite citations examined here show that the presence of an introductory 
formula does not help an audience identify which text has been borrowed; it does not alert 
an audience that multiple texts have been deployed; nor does it help them appreciate how 
the texts have been amalgamated. For us, judging whether a secondary text has been 
combined with a primary; and judging the competence of ancient audiences to grasp these 
exegetical moves, involves the same difficulties as studying unannounced, subtle references 
embedded in a text. 
                                                          
25 Campbell (1995, 22[39]) designates ―virtual citations‖ as ―deliberate references to the bible. Fitzmyer (1960-61, 
304) says that some quotations ―which lack an introductory formula […] should not be confused with allusions, 
for they are obviously meant intended to be quotations‖. But this begs the question, since an allusion is by 
definition deliberate, although it is not formally considered a citation. 
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4.5 Social context 
Forming hypothesis about the social character of the scroll‘s authors is primarily a literary 
exercise because it inevitably presupposes extrapolating social contexts from written 
material. Yet it is also important to frame the textual qualities of the literature we study in 
terms of authorial realities. These two sentiments need not be in tension, as long as the order 
in which inferences are made is always scrutinized and tested. I am persuaded by Martin 
Jaffee (2001) that the transmission of literature considered sacred in the Second Temple 
period was the occupation of scribes who viewed themselves as expert purveyors of 
prophecy. By writing pseudepigraphal texts in the voices of Israel‘s ancestral prophetic 
heroes, scribes could remain anonymous while also hinting at their own social role in the 
production of prophetic literature through in their attribution of scribal practices to their 
prophetic protagonists.26 Of course, many of the compositions of the Hebrew Bible proper 
are also pseudepigraphal. What distinguishes the Second Temple pseudepigrapha from 
Israel‘s sacred ancestral scriptures is the pseudepigraphal authors‘ evident awareness that 
their texts are at once novel and presuppose a common literary heritage widely considered 
to be very ancient. 
 I am tempted to believe that the authors and readers of the Damascus Document 
belonged to this scribal lineage.27 The priestly mythos of the Sons of Zadok reveals at least a 
claim priestly legitimacy. If the authors and users of CD were an expert voluntary 
association, engaged in asserting their own autonomous and counter-cultural claim to 
priestly authority, then the subtle references to Israel‘s scriptures, woven so intricately 
through the Admonition, may indeed constitute an expert conversation between peers. The 
hints in Second Temple literature at the relationship between Levites and temple scribes are 
well-known. If there was a laity to whom CD was read aloud, then we must envisage at least 
two kinds of audience-experience: scribal and lay. But if we take seriously the hints in CD, 
that the group generally prized exegetical expertise among all its members, then we may 
need to envisage several shades of experience between the poles of scribal expert and 
exegetical novice. Answers to these questions can only be ventured by appealing to our texts 
with social-historical sensitivity. The composite citations we have seen here, as well as all the 
other varieties of exegetical use of scripture, represent the material from which answers may 
be derived.  
                                                          
26 Jaffee 2001, 23–28. The image of Jewish scribes routinely copying sacred literature by dictation is a ‗ubiquitous‘ 
trope in Second Temple Jewish literature. 
27 But see my concerns about how to frame this discussion (Norton 2009). 
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